Abstract-Synthesis of unequally spaced linear antenna arrays is considered in this paper. A recently developed new differential evolution algorithm is applied to solve the problem. Both positiononly and position-phase synthesis have been studied. Effect of angle resolution has also been investigated. Synthesis results show that our algorithm is able to obtain better synthesis result reliably and efficiently.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE main target of antenna array synthesis is to find appropriate excitation vector and layout of the elements to generate desirable radiation pattern. It is therefore a classic optimization problem in electromagnetics.
In recent years, synthesis of unequally spaced array, also termed as aperiodic array, has attracted increasing attention [1] - [11] . Unlike equally spaced array or periodic array, the lack of periodicity in the unequally spaced array enables lower sidelobe level (SLL) and reduced number of elements with given aperture size [1] . Another advantage of unequally spaced array is that a low SLL design can be obtained by using uniform amplitude excitation, while in equally spaced array the SLL is generally suppressed by using non-uniform amplitude excitation, which increases system cost and difficulties in designing feeding network [1] , [2] .
However, synthesis of unequally spaced array also imposes tough challenges to antenna engineers. The challenges mainly come from the nonlinear and non-convex dependency of the array factor to element positions and excitation phases [1] - [3] . The constraints placed on element positions also increase the difficulty of synthesis.
Various analytical and numerical techniques have been developed to synthesize unequally spaced array [1] - [11] . In recent years, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) including genetic A. Qing is with Temasek Laboratories, National University of Singapore, Singapore 117411, Singapore .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TAP.2010.2048864 algorithms (GAs) [5] - [9] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [1] , simulated annealing (SA) [10] and so on, have become more and more popular in this community as they are applicable to both regular and irregular arrays, with or without constraints. Moreover, they can simultaneously optimize excitations and element positions. Sometimes, the analytical procedures and stochastic optimization algorithms are hybrid to get better performance. For example, in [11] , a hybrid method, which combines the most attractive features of GA and those of difference sets method, was presented to synthesize massively thinned antenna arrays. In general, unequally spaced arrays can be classified into nonuniform arrays and thinned arrays [1] . In a nonuniform array, the number of elements is fixed and the element positions are optimized in terms of real vector. On the other hand, in a thinned array, a binary string representing the on/off status of all elements in an equally spaced array has to be determined to obtain lower SLL, hence the actual number of elements is not fixed. When an evolutionary algorithm (EA) is applied to the synthesis of unequally spaced arrays, a real-number EA is usually used for the synthesis of nonuniform array, while a binary EA is suitable for the synthesis of thinned array. In this paper, we focus on the synthesis of nonuniform arrays by using a new differential evolution (DE) algorithm, which is suitable for real optimization.
Differential evolution is a simple, efficient and robust evolutionary algorithm [12] - [14] and is usually marked as DE/x/y/z, where x denotes how the differential mutation base is chosen, y denotes the number of vector differences added to the base vector and z indicates the crossover method. It has been successfully applied to array synthesis problems [2] , [15] , [16] , electromagnetic inverse problems [17] - [22] and many other scientific and engineering problems [14] .
Although it has been reported that differential evolution performs better than many other algorithms, it is still a dream for differential evolution practitioners to have a strategy perfectly balancing exploration and exploitation, or equivalently, reliability and efficiency. It has been well known that the critical idea behind the success of differential evolution is the creative invention of differential mutation. Different differential mutation strategies balance exploration and exploitation differently [14] , [19] , [23] . For example, generally converges faster due to the guidance by the best individual but may be locally trapped because of loss of diversity, while gains diversity at the cost of efficiency.
In order to simultaneously provide both diversity and guidance so that exploration and exploitation can be more effectively balanced, a new differential mutation, namely the best of random differential mutation, or in short , has been proposed.
In this paper, a dynamic differential evolution (DDE) with the best of random differential mutation, DDE/BoR/1/bin, is applied to position-only and position-phase synthesis of unequally spaced arrays. Synthesis capability, reliability and efficiency of DDE/BoR/1/bin are tested. The simulation results show that DDE/BoR/1/bin is able to achieve lower peak sidelobe levels (PSLLs) than those reported in previous literatures [2] , [3] , [5] , [15] , and converge reliably and efficiently.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section II formulates synthesis of a general linear antenna array. The differential evolution implemented to synthesize the concerned antenna arrays is briefed in section III for completeness and better readability. Numerical results of position-only and position-phase synthesis of symmetric unequally spaced linear arrays are presented in section IV. Conclusion is given in Section V.
II. PATTERN SYNTHESIS OF LINEAR ANTENNA ARRAY

A. Array Factor
The array factor of a linear antenna array at angle can be expressed as [2] (1)
where is the vector of excitation amplitudes, is the vector of array element positions, is the vector of excitation phases, and is wavelength. Please note that element 0 is virtual for arrays containing even elements.
B. Peak Sidelobe Level
The peak sidelobe level (PSLL) of the antenna array is defined as (2) where is the space spanned by angle excluding the mainlobe with the center at .
In this paper, uniform amplitude excitation is considered as it is an effective way to reduce system cost and hardware implementation complexity [1] , [2] . Thus (1) becomes (3) Accordingly, (2) becomes (4) In addition, without loss of generality, in this paper, .
C. Synthesis Objective
The focus of array synthesis in this paper is to minimize the peak sidelobe level (PSLL) of the unequally spaced antenna arrays with uniform amplitude excitation by adjusting its excitation phases and element positions. Thus, the objective function to be minimized can be written as [2] (5)
In order to reduce mutual coupling and prevent grating lobes [3] , the distance between adjacent elements, , is restricted in . In this regard, the objective function is redefined as (6) where is the vector of distances between adjacent elements.
D. Symmetric Linear Array
Elements in a symmetric linear array satisfy the following constraint:
Therefore, only elements have to be determined due to symmetry.
III. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
A. Classic Differential Evolution
Without loss of generality, minimization of a single objective function is concerned in the following description. Classic differential evolution (CDE) optimizes an objective function with a population of individuals. It involves two stages, namely, initialization and evolution. Initialization generates initial population . Then the population evolves from one generation to the next until termination conditions are met. While evolving from to , the three evolutionary operations, namely, differential mutation, crossover and selection are executed in sequence.
Differential Mutation: Differential mutation generates a mutant individual with mutant vector , for each individual in according to the following formula:
where is the vector of optimization parameters of differential mutation base , and are integer numbers, usually random, , a constant usually in [0, 1] , is the mutation intensity for the vector difference , and are vectors of optimization parameters of donor individuals and from . Crossover: Crossover operator is then applied to generate a trial individual or child
. Binomial crossover and ex-ponential crossover are two most often implemented crossover methods in DE. In this paper, binomial crossover is used. In binomial crossover scheme, is generated as follows:
where is a real random number uniform in the range [0, 1] and , a constant in [0, 1], is the crossover probability.
In this paper, the child is required to be different from any of its parents. This convention is often used in evolutionary algorithms. If the child duplicates one of its parents, a randomly chosen parameter of the child , , will be replaced by the corresponding parameter of the other parent.
Selection: In the selection phase, the child competes with and the better one survives in the next generation otherwise.
B. Dynamic Differential Evolution
Classic differential evolution is static in nature from the point of view of population updating and is therefore inherently inefficient. To overcome this problem, the dynamic differential evolution (DDE) was developed [18] . DDE inherits all the basic evolutionary operators of CDE. But it differs from CDE by updating the population dynamically instead of generation by generation. In DDE, if the generated trial individual is better than the corresponding target individual, it will replace the target individual and be used in the following evolution immediately instead of in the next generation. The dynamic updating of population in dynamic differential evolution leads to a larger virtual population and quicker response to change of population status. Thus in general, dynamic differential evolution outperforms classic differential evolution. For more details of dynamic differential evolution, please refer to [18] .
C. Best of Random Differential Mutation
Exploration and Exploitation: Most evolutionary algorithms including differential evolution try to balance two contradictory aspects: exploration and exploitation. In fact, this problem can also be understood from another point of view: the balance of diversity and guidance. Increasing population diversity leads to reliable convergence but slows down it. On the other hand, guidance provided by elite individuals accelerates convergence but increases the risk of premature convergence.
Generally speaking, differential mutation in differential evolution could be regarded as a kind of local search. Differential mutation base vector acts as the local search center and scaled vector differences determine the search range or search step around the center. Thus population diversity heavily depends on the selection strategies of base vectors and scaled vector differences. On the other hand, differential mutation base provides guidance. Good base provides constructive guidance to make the search concentrate mainly on promising regions and hence speeds up convergence.
In
, differential mutation bases are randomly chosen from the evolving population, thus a good diversity of differential mutation bases is gained but no overall constructive search guidance is provided. On the other hand, all individuals in use the same best individual of the population as the differential mutation base. Guidance provided by the best individual leads to fast convergence but at the same time risks premature convergence due to lack of diversity of differential mutation bases.
The above analysis suggests that differential mutation base providing both constructive guidance and diversity is a promising solution. Based on this idea, a new differential mutation, namely best of random differential mutation, is proposed.
Mathematical Formulation: Best of random differential mutation is mathematically expressed as (11) where is the vector of optimization parameters of individual which is randomly chosen from in the same way as and and satisfies the condition .
Advantages: Best of random differential mutation, or in short , uses the best individual among randomly chosen individuals as differential mutation base and the remaining worse individuals as donors for vector differences. Randomness of the differential mutation base guarantees its diversity. At the same time, being local elite, the best of random differential mutation base provides limited constructive guidance. Thus a better balance of exploration and exploitation is achieved.
It can be easily found that is almost the same as except for the additional selection of local elite among the randomly chosen individuals. Computational cost of the additional local elite selection is negligible. In addition, introduces no extra intrinsic control parameters. Please note that the parameter y in (11) is also included in traditional DE, such as and . In this paper, the ideas of dynamic differential evolution and the best of random differential mutation are integrated to get better balance of exploration and exploitation. Accordingly, the new differential evolution algorithm is denoted as .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
DDE/BoR/1/bin is applied to re-synthesize a 37-element symmetric linear array and a 32-element symmetric linear array. Both position-only (PO) and position-phase (PP) synthesis are considered for each concerned symmetric liner array.
The synthesis of these two arrays has been studied before by other researchers [2] , [3] , [5] , [15] , , , which are set based on our experience and simulation experiments. According to our experiments, DDE/BoR/1/bin is robust with respect to its intrinsic control parameters. It also performs well with other intrinsic control parameter settings, e.g. , , . Due to the space limit, we only show the results with , , in this paper. The maximum number of objective function evaluations is 500,000. Angle Resolution: In our effort to repeat the reported patterns, it has been found that the angle resolution of plays an important role. Ripples or spines invisible under larger angle resolution may become visible under smaller angle resolution and thus results in higher PSLL. Table I shows the recalculated PSLLs using the array configurations reported in [2] , [3] , [5] , and [15] , under different angle resolutions of .
It is observed from Table I that results obtained by using angle resolutions equal to or smaller than 0.2 are consistent while using larger angle resolutions may lead to lower PSLL. Therefore, 0.2 is chosen as the angle resolution in this paper unless specified otherwise. Please note that under the angle resolution 0.2 , the recalculated PSLLs for the array configurations reported in [3] , [5] are consistent with the reported results while those for the array configurations reported in [2] , [15] are a little bit higher than the reported results. The inconsistence may be caused by the use of different angle resolutions or the approximation in the published results.
B. Position-Only Synthesis of 37-Element Symmetric Linear Array
Synthesis Capability: The optimal solution and the corresponding lowest PSLL are unknown yet even if they have been studied before by other researchers. Our first priority here is to look for a better synthesis to demonstrate the synthesis capability. Therefore, the synthesis process goes on until it uses up the maximum objective function evaluations . The best result obtained by DDE/BoR/1/bin with the aforementioned settings is shown in Table II . The returned lowest PSLL, 22 .62 dB, is about 2 dB lower than the known best result in TABLE II  OBTAINED BEST PSLL   TABLE III  RETURNED ELEMENT POSITIONS AND PHASES FOR 37-ELEMENT AND 32-ELEMENT ANTENNA ARRAYS Fig. 1 . Pattern of 37-element symmetric array through position-only synthesis.
[5]. The element positions are shown in Table III for verification purpose. The corresponding array pattern is depicted in Fig. 1 . Synthesis Reliability: Besides synthesis capability, reliability is also of great concern. To investigate reliability, 100 independent runs are repeated. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the returned PSLLs of the 100 runs, among which most of the returned PSLLs are below 22.6 dB.
Synthesis Efficiency: Efficiency is equally important to antenna engineers. With the best synthesis at hand, the efficiency can be examined by looking at the number of objective function evaluations taken to reach a synthesis indistinguishable to the best one within engineering tolerance, or equivalently value to reach (VTR). Similarly, 100 independent runs are repeated. A run is successful if an acceptable synthesis is obtained within objective function evaluations, otherwise it is unsuccessful. The number of objective function evaluations of a successful run is recorded. The success rate , where is the number of successful runs in the 100 runs. The minimal, average and maximum number of objective function evaluations of all successful runs, , and , are accordingly obtained. Please note that the success rate provides us an alternate for reliability. Table IV shows the statistical results under ten different VTRs. It has been observed that the success rate is more than 90% and is less than 50,000 when . In general, the success rate drops and goes up as VTR is lowered.
To show the advantages of DDE/BoR/1/bin over traditional CDE/rand/1/bin, the synthesis results of 37-element array using CDE/rand/1/bin under ten different VTRs are also given in Table V. Comparing the results in Tables IV and V , it is observed that the success rates of CDE/rand/1/bin are a little bit higher than those of DDE/BoR/1/bin when the VTRs are very low. But the synthesis efficiency of DDE/BoR/1/bin is much better than that of CDE/rand/1/bin under any VTR. As a whole, a better balance of efficiency and reliability is obtained in DDE/BoR/1/bin. These results are consistent with the previous analysis on different differential mutation strategies. 
Further Investigation of Angle Resolution:
The effect of angle resolution has been studied by checking the PSLL of the same configuration at different angle resolutions, as mentioned above. However, its effect on the synthesis process has not been touched before. Here, it is studied by synthesizing at larger angle resolution and comparing the returned PSLL with that recalculated at smaller angle resolution using the returned synthesis result. Here, . First, the larger angle resolution for synthesis is 0.5 while the smaller angle resolution for recalculation of PSLL is 0.2 . The results of 100 independent runs are shown in Fig. 3 . The averaged PSLL difference is 0.257 dB. Now, synthesize using angle resolution 0.2 and re-calculate the PSLL at 0.1 . The corresponding PSLL differences are shown in Fig. 4 . The averaged PSLL difference is 0.051 dB only.
These observations further justify our choice of angle resolution 0.2 .
To further study the effect of number of array elements on the selection of angle resolution, the position-only synthesis of 100-element symmetric array is also simulated here. Similarly as above, the antenna array is optimized under the angle resolutions 0.5 and 0.2 , and then recalculated with the returned configurations under smaller angle resolutions 0.2 and 0.1 , respectively. The VTR is 23.5 dB. 100 independent runs are repeated for each case. The simulation results show that when the larger angle resolution for synthesis is 0.5 and the smaller angle resolution for recalculation of PSLL is 0.2 , the averaged PSLL difference is as much as 10.94 dB. When the larger angle resolution for synthesis is 0.2 and the smaller angle resolution for recalculation is 0.1 , the averaged PSLL difference is 0.90 dB. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the radiation patterns responding to the same configuration under the angle resolutions 0.5 and 0.2 , respectively. By comparing Figs. 5 and 6, it is observed that some ripples or spines invisible in Fig. 5 become visible in Fig. 6 , which results in great increase of PSLL. These results imply that for larger number of elements, the effect of angle resolution on the calculated PSLL may be very remarkable and a finer angle resolution is necessary.
C. Position-Phase Synthesis of 37-Element Symmetric Linear Array
Synthesis Capability: As shown in Table II , when element positions and phases are optimized simultaneously, the returned lowest PSLL is 24.11 dB, about 1.5 dB lower than that of position-only synthesis. The corresponding element positions and phases, and radiation pattern are respectively shown in Table III and Fig. 7 . Synthesis Reliability: Fig. 8 shows the distribution of PSLLs in the 100 runs. 87 of the 100 synthesis reach PSLL below Fig. 9 . Radiation pattern for a position-only synthesis of 32-element symmetric array. 23 .5 dB among which 33 synthesis even reach PSLL lower than 24.0 dB.
Synthesis Efficiency: Table VI shows , , and under ten different VTRs. Obviously, a slightly relaxed synthesis requirement may significantly increase the success rate and speed up the synthesis process.
D. Position-Only Synthesis of 32-Element Symmetric Linear Array
The returned best PSLL is 22.65 dB. The corresponding element positions and radiation pattern are shown in Table III and Fig. 9 . The distribution of PSLLs in the 100 runs is shown in Fig. 10 . Table VII shows , , and under ten different VTRs. It is observed that the algorithm can easily reach 22.1 dB.
E. Position-Phase Synthesis of 32-Element Symmetric Linear Array
The returned best PSLL is 23.45 dB, which is a little better than that of position-only synthesis. The corresponding optimization parameters and radiation pattern are shown in Table III and Fig. 11 . The distribution of PSLLs in the 100 runs is shown in Fig. 12 . 
V. CONCLUSION
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